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CONFIDENTIALITY
Our clients’ industries are extremely competitive, and the maintenance of confidentiality with respect to our clients’ plans and data is critical. Oliver Wyman rigorously 
applies internal confidentiality practices to protect the confidentiality of all client information.

Similarly, our industry is very competitive. We view our approaches and insights as proprietary and therefore look to our clients to protect our interests in our proposals, 
presentations, methodologies, and analytical techniques. Under no circumstances should this material be shared with any third party without the prior written consent 
of Oliver Wyman.
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AS OF DATE

Participants were asked to describe their practices as of Q1 2021

PARTICIPANTS

60 participants with responses covering the landscape of retail and institutional products

RESULTS

This presentation summarizes the highlights of survey results. The results have been compiled in a manner 
as to not reveal information specific to any participant.

SURVEY BASIS FOR RESULTS AND CONFIDENTIALITY
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Universal Life (36 writers) Product overview

Products offered

Distribution 

10%

81%

11%

5% 3%

Primary profit measure
Internal rate of return (IRR)
Liability cost of funds
Loss Ratio
Profit margin (% of Asset)
Profit margin (% of Premium)
Return on asset (ROA)
Return on equity (ROE)
Other

Product performance and drivers 

67%

Impact of reinsurance 

43% view reinsurance as a benefit among applicable use cases 
(91% reflecting reinsurance in pricing)

96%

3% 1% YRT & Excess
External offshore
Internal offshore
Financial reinsurance
Other

83% 79%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

UNIVERSAL LIFE (UL)
More participants reported UL products exceeding expectations and fewer reported products falling short of 
expectations this year. Investment returns continue to be the primary driver of performance.

64%

Accumulation

56%

Protection w/SGs

50%

Protection

42%

Accumulation w/SGs

Expenses Investment returns Lapses Mortality Not applicable Other

34% Short of expectations 56% Meeting expectations

Average profitability (most prevalent measure)

Performance driver

10% Exceeding expectations

3% 3%
9%

29%

29%

23%

6%
Banks & Savings Institutions
Broker-Dealer
Independent Marketing Organization
Financial Planners & Advisors
Insurance Broker
Career Agents
Personal Producing General Agent
Other
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Indexed Universal Life (29 writers) Product overview

Products offered

Distribution 

10%

83%

6%

2% 8%

Primary profit measure
Internal rate of return (IRR)
Liability cost of funds
Loss Ratio
Profit margin (% of Asset)
Profit margin (% of Premium)
Return on asset (ROA)
Return on equity (ROE)
Other

Product performance and drivers 

33%

Impact of reinsurance 

38% view reinsurance as a benefit among applicable use cases 
(94% reflecting reinsurance in pricing)

96%

2% 2% YRT & Excess
External offshore
Internal offshore
Financial reinsurance
Other

100% 82%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

INDEXED UNIVERSAL LIFE (IUL)
Compared to last year, the number of IUL carriers who noted that profitability fell short of expectations halved with the 
vast majority of participants noting the profits meet expectations. Investment returns continue to be the primary driver 
of performance. 

Protection

Expenses Investment returns Lapses Mortality Not applicable Other

15% Short of expectations 70% Meeting expectations

Average profitability (most prevalent measure)

Accumulation

93% 66%

Performance driver

15% Exceeding expectations

3%
17%

7%

38%

21%

14%0%
Banks & Savings Institutions
Broker-Dealer
Independent Marketing Organization
Financial Planners & Advisors
Insurance Broker
Career Agents
Personal Producing General Agent
Other
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Variable Universal Life (19 writers) Product overview

Products offered

Distribution 

9%

70%4%

7%

4%
15%

Primary profit measure
Internal rate of return (IRR)
Liability cost of funds
Loss Ratio
Profit margin (% of Asset)
Profit margin (% of Premium)
Return on asset (ROA)
Return on equity (ROE)
Other

Product performance and drivers 

33%

Impact of reinsurance 

48% view reinsurance as a benefit among applicable use cases 
(93% reflecting reinsurance in pricing)

96%

4% YRT & Excess
External offshore
Internal offshore
Financial reinsurance
Other

67%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

VARIABLE UNIVERSAL LIFE (VUL)
Target returns decreased this year and continue to be lower than for other equity-based products due to the primary 
sources of returns (fees and mortality margin). The portion of writers with protection-oriented designs increased by 
10% compared to last year, as writers look to equity performance to help offset the cost of long-term guarantees.

Expenses Investment returns Lapses Mortality Not applicable Other

12% Short of expectations 64% Meeting expectations

Average profitability (most prevalent measure)

ProtectionAccumulation

95% 53%

Performance driver

24% Exceeding expectations

5%

32%

32%

32%

Banks & Savings Institutions
Broker-Dealer
Independent Marketing Organization
Financial Planners & Advisors
Insurance Broker
Career Agents
Personal Producing General Agent
Other

100%
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Term (46 writers) Product overview

Products offered

Distribution 

9%

74%

12%

5% 9%

Primary profit measure
Internal rate of return (IRR)
Liability cost of funds
Loss Ratio
Profit margin (% of Asset)
Profit margin (% of Premium)
Return on asset (ROA)
Return on equity (ROE)
Other

Product performance and drivers 

38%

Impact of reinsurance 

50% view reinsurance as a benefit among applicable use cases 
(83% reflecting reinsurance in pricing) 67%

3%

2%

28%
YRT & Excess
External offshore
Internal offshore
Financial reinsurance
Other

37% 77%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

TERM
The term market is highly competitive and target returns are low as market participants seek to achieve underwriting 
margins in retail channels. Realized returns and target profitability are consistent with last year.

Fully underwritten Simplified issue Return of premium Guaranteed issue

Expenses Investment returns Lapses Mortality Not applicable Other

44% Short of expectations 44% Meeting expectations

Average profitability (most prevalent measure)

91% 50% 20% 4%

Performance driver

12% Exceeding expectations

7%
11%

28%
26%

15%

13%
Banks & Savings Institutions
Broker-Dealer
Independent Marketing Organization
Financial Planners & Advisors
Insurance Broker
Career Agents
Personal Producing General Agent
Other
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Whole Life (41 writers) Product overview

Products offered

Distribution 

9%

80%

12%

4% 4%

Primary profit measure
Internal rate of return (IRR)
Liability cost of funds
Loss Ratio
Profit margin (% of Asset)
Profit margin (% of Premium)
Return on asset (ROA)
Return on equity (ROE)
Other

Product performance and drivers 

78%

Impact of reinsurance 

37% view reinsurance as a benefit among applicable use cases 
(59% reflecting reinsurance in pricing)

86%

14% YRT & Excess
External offshore
Internal offshore
Financial reinsurance
Other

56% 72%

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

WHOLE LIFE
Whole life target returns are low due to the product’s simplicity and stability. Distribution methods are diverse, with 
target markets ranging from the terminally ill to those seeking fixed-income exposure in their investment portfolio. 
Profit targets and performance are consistent with last year, despite fewer reports of reinsurance benefiting pricing.

Fully underwritten Juvenile Simplified issue Final expense

Expenses Investment returns Lapses Mortality Not applicable Other

36% Short of expectations 55% Meeting expectations

Average profitability (most prevalent measure)

83% 68% 59% 37%

Performance driver

9% Exceeding expectations

2% 5%
10%

10%

32%

22%

20%

Banks & Savings Institutions
Broker-Dealer
Independent Marketing Organization
Financial Planners & Advisors
Insurance Broker
Career Agents
Personal Producing General Agent
Other
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COLI / BOLI (9 writers) Product overview

Products offered

10%

Impact of reinsurance 

Product performance and drivers 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

COLI/BOLI
COLI/BOLI pricing targets and performance are better than last year, with all participants’ products performing at or 
above target

40% view reinsurance as a benefit among applicable use cases 
(63% reflecting reinsurance in pricing)

Impact of reinsurance 

COLI/BOLI

Not applicable

0% Short of expectations 87% Meeting expectations 13% Exceeding expectations

Average profitability (most prevalent measure)

100%

Performance driver

57% 100%

67%
11%

11%

11%

Internal rate of return (IRR)
Loss ratio
Profit margin (% of Asset)
Profit margin (% of Premium)
Return on asset (ROA)
Return on equity (ROE)
Value of new business (VNB)
Other

Primary profit measure

80%

20% YRT

Excess of retention

Diversified margin across mortality and investment Mix of business Not applicable Other
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Universal Life (36 writers) Pricing methodology & assumptions

Pricing horizon

Pricing scenarios

0 years 10 years 20 years 30 years 50 years

0% 0% 6% 26% 68%

Reflection of risk 

Reflect in cost/level of allocated capital Review stochastic analysis

Capitalization
Primary measure and target (Most popular answer choice)

339%

83%

UNIVERSAL LIFE
Sensitivity testing is a common approach to reflect risk in UL pricing and is even more prevalent for UL products with 
secondary guarantees; lengthy pricing horizons are driven by the long tail of the liability. Perhaps driven by pressured 
earnings, nearly 20% of participants moved to the use of marginal expenses. 

Risk Based Capital (RBC)

Fully allocated
Projected fully allocated
Marginal
Other

300% & Under

301–350%

351–400%

401% and Over

Expense allocation method Use of pricing margins

6%

94%

6%

94%

Yes No

Mortality Lapse

Primary measure (RBC) Target (% CAL RBC)

Tail profitability metrics

19%
Sensitivity testing

Real world Risk neutral

Average portfolio composition

1Structured assets (e.g., CLO, CMBS, RMBS, ABS), high yield, traditional risky assets (e.g., real estate, equities) other risky assets (e.g., alternative, private equity, hedge funds, venture capital, debt financing)

Investment grade bonds
Cash & other loans
Structured & risky assets 1

28%

34%

31%

7%

69% 67% 25% 6% 8%

Single Multiple Stochastic Market consistent Modified 

72% 31% 92%

44%

21%

24%

12%

Have explicit tail profit metrics

67%

19%

14%
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Indexed Universal Life (29 writers) Pricing methodology & assumptions

Pricing horizon

Pricing scenarios

0 years 10 years 20 years 30 years 50 years

0% 0% 11% 25% 64%

Reflection of risk 

Reflect in cost/level of allocated capital Review stochastic analysis

Capitalization
Primary measure and target (Most popular answer choice)

360%

90%

INDEXED UNIVERSAL LIFE
Pricing assumptions and methodology are similar to UL, with the exceptions being higher capital targets and more 
frequent use of stochastic analysis. 10% of IUL writers extended their pricing horizons to above 50 years relative to last 
year and a similar increase was observed in the portion of writers utilizing tail profit metrics.

Risk Based Capital (RBC)

7%

93%

4%

96%

Yes No

Fully allocated
Projected fully allocated
Marginal
Other

300% & Under

301–350%

351–400%

401% and Over

Expense allocation method Use of pricing margins

Mortality Lapse

Primary measure (RBC) Target (% CAL RBC)

Tail profitability metrics

28%
Sensitivity testing

Real world Risk neutral

Average portfolio composition

1Structured assets (e.g., CLO, CMBS, RMBS, ABS), high yield, traditional risky assets (e.g., real estate, equities) other risky assets (e.g., alternative, private equity, hedge funds, venture capital, debt financing)

Investment grade bonds
Cash & other loans
Structured & risky assets 1

8%

42%

46%

4%

66% 72% 34% 17% 14%

Single Multiple Stochastic Market consistent Modified 

72% 45% 97%

52%

24%

17%
7%

Have explicit tail profit metrics

64%
21%

15%
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5%

95%

5%

95%

Variable Universal Life (19 writers) Pricing methodology & assumptions

Pricing horizon

Pricing scenarios

0 years 10 years 20 years 30 years 50 years

0% 0% 0% 22% 78%

Reflection of risk 

Reflect in cost/level of allocated capital Review stochastic analysis

Capitalization
Primary measure and target (Most popular answer choice)

360%

84%

VARIABLE UNIVERSAL LIFE
Pricing assumptions and methodology are similar to UL & IUL. Perhaps driven by the trend toward secondary 
guarantees, the use of tail profit metrics tripled as compared to last year. 

Risk Based Capital (RBC)

5%

95%

Yes No53%

21%

16%

11% Fully allocated
Projected fully allocated
Marginal
Other

5%

95%

300% & Under

301–350%

351–400%

401% and Over

Expense allocation method Use of pricing margins

Mortality Lapse

Primary measure (RBC) Target (% CAL RBC)

Tail profitability metrics

31%
Sensitivity testing

Real world Risk neutral

Average portfolio composition

1Structured assets (e.g., CLO, CMBS, RMBS, ABS), high yield, traditional risky assets (e.g., real estate, equities) other risky assets (e.g., alternative, private equity, hedge funds, venture capital, debt financing)

Investment grade bonds
Cash & other loans
Structured & risky assets 1

6%

50%

38%

6%

68% 68% 32% 21% 11%

Single Multiple Stochastic Market consistent Modified 

74% 47% 95% Have explicit tail profit metrics

70%

19%

11%
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Term (46 writers) Pricing methodology & assumptions

Pricing horizon

Pricing scenarios

Level term Level term + PLT Other

28% 68% 4%

Reflection of risk 

Reflect in cost/level of allocated capital Review stochastic analysis

Capitalization
Primary measure and target (Most popular answer choice)

348%

83%

TERM
Sensitivity testing is relied on by almost all participants to reflect risk in pricing. Compared to last year, 10% more 
writers are now pricing based on level term + PLT. Use of marginal expenses continues to be at the high end relative to 
other product types. 

Risk Based Capital (RBC)

7%

93%

4%

96%

Yes No
36%

24%

29%

11% Fully allocated
Projected fully allocated
Marginal
Other

300% & Under

301–350%

351–400%

401% and Over

Expense allocation method Use of pricing margins

Mortality Lapse

Primary measure (RBC) Target (% CAL RBC)

Tail profitability metrics

15%
Sensitivity testing

Real world Risk neutral

Average portfolio composition

1Structured assets (e.g., CLO, CMBS, RMBS, ABS), high yield, traditional risky assets (e.g., real estate, equities) other risky assets (e.g., alternative, private equity, hedge funds, venture capital, debt financing)

Investment grade bonds
Cash & other loans
Structured & risky assets 1

22%

39%

31%

8%

76% 54% 13% 4% 9%

Single Multiple Stochastic Market consistent Modified 

70% 11% 91% Have explicit tail profit metrics

65%
20%

15%
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Whole Life (41 writers) Pricing methodology & assumptions

Pricing horizon

Pricing scenarios

0 years 10 years 20 years 30 years 50 years

0% 0% 16% 29% 55%

Reflection of risk 

Capitalization
Primary measure and target (Most popular answer choice)

342%

83%

WHOLE LIFE
Pricing assumptions and methodologies are similar to other retail life products. The use of marginal expenses is more 
common for WL than other lifetime products (UL, IUL, VUL). 

Risk Based Capital (RBC)

5%

95%

Yes No

Fully allocated
Projected fully allocated
Marginal
Other

300% & Under

301–350%

351–400%

401% and Over

Expenses allocation method Use of pricing margins

Mortality Lapse

Primary measure (RBC) Target (% CAL RBC)

Tail profitability metrics

11%

Real world Risk neutral

Reflect in cost/level of allocated capital Review stochastic analysis Sensitivity testing

Average portfolio composition

1Structured assets (e.g., CLO, CMBS, RMBS, ABS), high yield, traditional risky assets (e.g., real estate, equities) other risky assets (e.g., alternative, private equity, hedge funds, venture capital, debt financing)

Investment grade bonds
Cash & other loans
Structured & risky assets 1

25%

44%

22%

9%

78% 54% 12% 5% 7%

Single Multiple Stochastic Market consistent Modified 

68% 7% 90%

40%

28%

25%

8% 2%

98%

Have explicit tail profit metrics

64%
21%

15%
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COLI/BOLI (9 writers) Pricing methodology & assumptions

Pricing horizon

COLI/BOLI
Commensurate with bettering market conditions, a majority of writers are pricing their COLI/BOLI offerings on a new 
money basis, whereas portfolio rate was most common in last years survey

Expense allocation method

Fully allocated Projected fully allocated Marginal Other

Expenses
Pricing assumption assumes long-term expense improvements

YesNo

062% Price these products on a new money basis

Earned rate
Pattern of pricing earned rate

Investments
Approach to pricing earned rate

Risk Based Capital (RBC)

Primary measure (RBC) Target (% CAL RBC)

88%

Capitalization
Primary measure and target (Most popular answer choice)

300% & Under

301–350%

351–400%

401% and Over

357%

Average portfolio composition

0% 0% 29% 43% 29%

0 years 10 years 20 years 30 years 50 years

1Structured assets (e.g., CLO, CMBS, RMBS, ABS), high yield, traditional risky assets (e.g., real estate, equities) other risky assets (e.g., alternative, private equity, hedge funds, venture capital, debt financing)

Investment grade bonds
Cash & other loans
Structured & risky assets 1

14%

43%

29%

14%

Rising (grade to ultimate)
Level
Other

13%

Acquisition                                                Maintenance

37%

50%

13%

71%

15%

14%

37%

38%

25%

50%

12%
13%

25%
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Retail Products Expenses

Long term expense improvement
% of writers using long term expense improvement in pricing

Expense assumptions
Description of expense assumptions used for pricing (Acquisition and Maintenance)

12% 8% 14%

Yes No

Expense margins
% reflecting expense margins in pricing

4%

DEEP DIVE | EXPENSES (RETAIL PRODUCTS)
Assumptions of long-term expense improvement are slightly more common for health (LTC & ID) products; use of fully 
allocated expenses most common for annuity products (a reversal from last year)

Annuity Life LTC & ID

37%

41%

42%

28%

27%

26%

25%

23%

24%

11%

9%

7%

LTC and ID

Life

Annuity

Fully allocated Projected fully allocated Marginal Other
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Retail Products Mortality

41%

88%

35%

18%

11%

21%

18%

24%

26%

34%

59%

13%

65%

82%

89%

79%

82%

76%

74%

66%

100%

Long term care

Individual disability

Whole life

Term life

Variable life

Universal life

Indexed universal life

Variable annuities

Indexed annuities

Fixed annuities

Indexed VA

No Yes

Mortality improvement assumption structure
% using an attained age scale

Mortality improvement in pricing
% reflecting future mortality improvement in pricing 

Mortality margins
% reflecting a mortality margin in pricing 

5%

65%

DEEP DIVE | MORTALITY IMPROVEMENT (RETAIL PRODUCTS)
Results are fairly consistent with prior years, with future mortality improvement assumed by a majority of participants 
for all product types except for individual disability
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Fixed annuities

Indexed annuities

Variable annuities

Indexed VA

Indexed UL

UL

Variable UL

Term

Whole life

LTC & disability 80% 20%

Retail Products Monitoring, rate setting and re-pricing

DEEP DIVE | PROFIT MONITORING, RATE SETTING, RE-PRICING (RETAIL PRODUCTS)
While a majority of participants monitor their profitability throughout the year for all product types, annuities tend to 
require more frequent repricing with a vast majority of IVA writers re-pricing their products at least quarterly 

21% 79%

Profitability monitoring Rate setting Re-pricing

Annual Semi annual Quarterly or more frequent

15% 85%

17% 7% 76%

32% 7% 61%

41% 6% 53%

36% 9% 55%

28% 6% 67%

50% 10% 40%

31% 65%

94%

100%

7% 89%

14% 5% 81%

32% 68%

70% 15% 15%

17% 8% 75%

88% 12%

56% 44%

52% 10% 38%

38% 8% 54%

30% 20% 50%

73% 18% 9%

92% 8%

72% 22% 6%

75% 25%

100%

100% 100% 17% 83%



QUALIFICATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
This report is for the exclusive use of the Oliver Wyman client named herein. This report is not intended for general circulation or publication, nor is it to be reproduced, 
quoted, or distributed for any purpose without the prior written permission of Oliver Wyman. There are no third-party beneficiaries with respect to this report, and 
Oliver Wyman does not accept any liability to any third party.

Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified, unless otherwise 
expressly indicated. Public information and industry and statistical data are from sources we deem to be reliable; however, we make no representation as to the 
accuracy or completeness of such information. The findings contained in this report may contain predictions based on current data and historical trends. Any such 
predictions are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Oliver Wyman accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.

The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date of this report. No obligation is assumed to revise this report to 
reflect changes, events, or conditions, which occur subsequent to the date hereof.

All decisions in connection with the implementation or use of advice or recommendations contained in this report are the sole responsibility of the client. This report 
does not represent investment advice nor does it provide an opinion regarding the fairness of any transaction to any and all parties. In addition, this report does not 
represent legal, medical, accounting, safety, or other specialized advice. For any such advice, Oliver Wyman recommends seeking and obtaining advice from a qualified 
professional.
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